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Application Number:                    HS/FA/09/00087 
Name:                                  Bob Hart 
Address:                               86 Lower Park Road 
Hastings 
East Sussex 
TN34 2LE 
Date and time of comment left:         23-03-2009 09:09 
Comment Type:                          Object to Proposal 
Comment: 

HS/FA/09/00087 
Erection of Art Gallery - Stade. 
I Object to the construction of an art gallery at the eastern end of the Stade coach 
& lorry park as I do not believe the structure proposed will enhance the existing 
listed structures it will be very close to. Any building at this location will remove 
views of the unique Hastings Net Sheds that are widely recognised as an image of 
Hastings. This is demonstrated by the choice by HBC to create a logo representing 
a net shed as an iconic image of the town. Buildings should be at the western end 
of the car park in order to preserve existing views. 
BH 23rd March 2009 
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Application Number:                    HS/FA/09/00087 
Name:                                  Ion Castro 
Address:                               119 Braybrooke Road 
Hastings 
TN34 1TQ 
Date and time of comment left:         27-03-2009 15:56 
Comment Type:                          Object to Proposal 
Comment: 

I object because the building is inapropriate to the area, it is out of scale and 
out of context with the area. It does not accord with the Nautilus Report, it is 
the wrong building in the wrong place and will detract from the original historic 
maritime contect of the area. It blocks the view of the historic net shops and could 
easily be mistaken for a sewerage pumping station. 
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Application Number:                    HS/FA/09/00087 
Name:                                  Hollie Newbould 
Address:                               141 Priory Road 
Hastings 
East Sussex 
Date and time of comment left:         03-04-2009 08:42 
Comment Type:                          Object to Proposal 
Comment: 

As plans stand I fail to see the benefit of the Gallery in real terms for local 
people. It is not reasonable to stipulate that the council simply give protected 
land to the Foundation. Nor is it reasonable for the Foundation to offer nothing 
but its presence and facilities in return. Were provision made for some limited 
work or display space for local artists, the ongoing housing of the local angling 
club and appropriate fees levied by the council this would be an altogether more 
democratic venture. Demonstrating inadequate local revenues for projects like this 
is easily done. There must be more benefits for local people given the very special 
piece of land we're being asked to sacrifice. It's present purpose, in this sense, 
is immaterial. 
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